MISSED APCH: None (ONLY ONE CHANCE). NOTE: After water landing, oversee evacuation of ALL SOULS from airplane. Float via HUDSON RIVER to RESCUE point. Once everyone is SAFE aboard rescue boats, secure passenger list and double check cabin. Captain is last to exit. Give THANKS.

1. SAARPROCEDURE: Special Aircrew, Airmanship, and Ability Required.
2. Duration of flight from Take-Off to Splashdown approximately 5 minutes.
3. Save soggy shoes and wet jacket. Donate to the EAA Young Eagles program.

---

**Gnd speed-KTs**

| 90 | 100 | 120 | 140 |

**VERTICAL ANGLE**

| Bast You Can Get |

**THINK to SPLASH**

| Comes Way Too Soon |

---

**STRAIGHT-IN LANDING HUDSON RIVER**

**ETOPS APPROACH**

| MDA(H) 0' (You're Committed) |

---

**ETOPS: Engines Turning or People Swimming.**

**CHANGES: Presented with Pride and Gratitude from your Friends at Jeppesen!**
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